
ERPA Systeme GmbH 
Willi-Eichler-Str. 24 
37079 Goettingen
Germany  

Email: info@erpa.de
Fax:  +49(0)551-789 50-77 

Order Form for the Pallet Optimization Software 
To order the pallet optimization software  please complete this order form and return it via fax or mail. 
Thank you very much for your order!

Pos.  Versions und Modules Price per
License Quantity Total €

1  Basic License 1-stage, German
Optimise your packages in various container types and on pallets.

499,00 €

2  Basic License 2-stage, German (includes 1-stage)
Optimise your packages in various container types and on pallets and calculate the optimum
packaging unit for your primary packages.

799,00 €

3 Modul1 „International“
German, English, French, Dutch, Polish, Italian, Spanish, Slovak, Romanian and Czech.

included

4 Modul1 „Manual Arrangement“
Manually change your calculated arrangements arbitrarily.

199,00 €

5 Modul1 „Cargo Securing“
Insert edge protection, strapping, intermediate layers etc. to secure your cargo.

199,00 €

6 Modul1 „Extended Layout“
Individual creation of RTF outputs.  
Additional variable fields for container-types, primary packages, covering boxes, and results.

199,00 €

7 Network License²
A network license allows the use of  in the company network. Price of network
license amounts to the double of a single license, 25% discount from 2nd license on.

amount is
doubled

Yes

No
8 Service Contract

The service contract provides unlimited support and updates.
16,5% p.a.
of license fee

Yes

Prices inside EU, taxes not included. Prices are subject to change. All prices are in Euro. ERPA’s general terms and conditions apply.

1 Modules:  When ordering several licenses the number of added modules must correspond to the number of licenses. 
Modules can easily be purchased later on.

2 Option network 
Licence:  A network license for one concurrent user allows access from several workstations, but only one access at the 

same time. A network license with two or more concurrent users allows concurrent access to the extent of the 
acquired number of network licenses (e.g. two concurrent users: basic license 1-stage = 499,00 €, network license: 
499,00 € x 2 = 998,00 €; 1 following network license: 1 x 998,00 € + 998,00 €-25%= 748,50 €, thus total price: 
1.746,50 €). Every basic license incl. modules can be upgraded to a network license.

Specials:  -  6 months support and update service (software updates and service via telephone and email free of charge).
After the 6 month support period we recommend the acquisition of a service contract.

- no shipping expenses

Payment target: 10 days net, due without deduction

Conditions: EXW, taxes and customs duties not included

Delivery: 3 workdays after incoming order by download link. Installation-CD on request.

Name: .............................................................................. Tel.: ..............................................................................

Company: .............................................................................. Fax ..............................................................................

Address: .............................................................................. Email: ..............................................................................

..............................................................................

VAT UID: .............................................................................. ..............................................................................
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